CHOOSING THE
RIGHT BIDDER
Do Your Homework Before
You Sign that Contract

The Science Behind Color
Matching a Historic Home

DESIGNING A HOME
Making Your Dream Home
a Reality, Step One!

RECLAIMED WOOD
Old is New Again

SOUTH CHARLESTON
Where You Can Still Own
a Slice of the Lowcountry
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TURN YOUR KITCHEN
INTO A LIVING ROOM
Kitchens come to life with Cambria® countertops.
© CAMBRIA 2018

With so many design selections to entice friends and
family, your living room may start to feel neglected.
Find more than 140 designs, including Clareanne,™
and our stunning Cambria Matte™ finish for your
dream kitchen or bath at Palmetto Surfacing.

843-569-1131 | PalmettoSurfacing.com
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From the Executive Director
For over 50 years, the Charleston Home
Builders Association has continuously
provided support for the local homebuilding
community. Covering Charleston, Berkeley, Dorchester, and Colleton Counties,
the Association has dedicated itself to the future of the Lowcountry, and worked
to promote homeownership through networking, education, advocacy, and
community outreach through its members.
Much like our community, the Association has seen explosive growth.
Our membership is surpassing pre-recession levels. In just one year, we’ve held
over 60 successfully meetings and events – many of which were brand new.
From our first Clay Shoot Tournament held at Poplar Grove, Sales and
Marketing Council meetings including the wildly popular New Home Bus Tours,
Product Showcases, After Hours Brewery Mixers, Rick Hendrick Chevrolet
truck giveaways, and the very magazine you’re reading – the Association is
busy connecting builders. We even formed an innovative scholarship program,
partnering with Wando High School for a three-part, tiny home building series
highlighting skilled trades and workforce development.
While we enjoy a robust economy, we can’t take it for granted. A booming
housing market presents many challenges for the Lowcountry. Regulatory
burdens, a crumbling infrastructure, and the trades talent gap only highlight how
important the Association’s role is in policy making. That’s why the Association
is proud to announce a robust legislative initiative, “Building Advocacy”, to
promote a better home construction environment.
As always, thank you for your membership and dedication to a better way of
work and life for us all.

Respectfully,

Patrick L. Arnold
Executive Director
CHBA membership, circa 1980s
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WE’RE
SO
MUCH
WE’RE SO MUCH
MORE
LANTERNS.
MORETHAN
THAN JUST
JUST LANTERNS.
HUNDREDS OF LIGHTING OPTIONS
HUNDREDS
OF LIGHTING
OPTIONS
FOR
EVERY ROOM,
EVERY HOUSE
AND
FOR EVERY EVERY
ROOM, EVERY
HOUSE
AND
STYLE.
EVERY STYLE.

INTERIOR AND
INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR LIGHTING CENTER
EXTERIOR LIGHTING CENTER
1362 CHUCK DAWLEY BLVD.
1362 CHUCK DAWLEY BLVD.
MT. PLEASANT SC
MT. PLEASANT SC
843.881.4170
843.881.4170
TOLL-FREE:
1.866.526.8376
TOLL-FREE:
1.866.526.8376
CAROLINALANTERNS.COM
WE S H IP
WE SHI P

EV ERY W H ER E
EVERYW HERE

CAROLINALANTERNS.COM
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Aerial view of Poplar Grove Equestrian Center

POISED FOR A

GROWTH

DEVELOPERS,
BUILDERS
PREPARED TO TAP
ABUNDANT LAND,
NATURAL BEAUTY
BEYOND
WEST ASHLEY
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bout six months
ago, Troy Lucas
was hired by developer
Southeastern to plan
the remaining 5,000
acres of development at
Poplar Grove, a luxury
community at the edge
of Charleston in Hollywood. Nestled among the nature of the
Lowcountry, it’s an ecological masterpiece that Lucas is carefully
mapping out to create a livable community while protecting and
highlighting the landscape and ecosystems.
“It’s like solving a big puzzle,” Lucas said.
Drawing on his degree in forest management from North
Carolina State University and his master’s in city and regional
planning from Clemson University, Lucas starts by walking the land.
He gets a feel for the geography, the vegetation and the soil and then
integrates that into what is allowed on the property, restrictions
around the conservation easement and engineering constraints.
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Poplar Grove boathouse on Rantowles Creek
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Architecturally refined as it is environmentally undisturbed,
Poplar Grove’s convenient rural West Ashley location, only 12
miles to downtown, offers you extraordinary homes, homesites
and a list of community amenities to die for. Situated within
four distinct enclaves, Poplar Grove’s quality-crafted homes
reflect a traditional Lowcountry style, fit and finish.
Amenities to Enjoy: Deepwater Community Boat Launch &
Dock, Salt Water Pool, Fitness Center, Boathouse, Deepwater
Marsh Observation Two Story Deck, Oyster Shed, Kayak
Outpost, Walking/Biking/Horse Trails and State-of-the-Art
Equestrian Center.
Come take a Tour of Charleston’s best kept secret.
With over 3100 acres of conservation area and 5 miles of waterfront. Paradise awaits you.
For information/appointment call Resident/Agent Deborah Wingard at (843) 458-0827 (C) or
(843) 405-7060 (O). Must call ahead for appointment to visit all gated sections
www.PoplarGroveCharleston.com

12
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Looking south on Rantowles Creek

“The land starts to reveal itself,”
Lucas said. “Some pockets are more
suited for development, others for
their environmental features. We can
say, ‘Let’s do a cluster (of homes) here
or this is suitable for a big, country
estate.’ It’s about teasing out the
opportunities based of the geography
of the land.”
Poplar Grove was developed
in the early 2000s with the first
neighborhood, The Preserve, featuring
custom homes ranging from simple
cottages to more expansive homes
with marsh views. Lots in The Preserve
range from half an acre to 3 acres.
About 12 miles from downtown
Charleston, Poplar Grove seemed far
from town when it was first under
8

construction. But as development has
grown outward, Poplar Grove now
seems just on the outskirts of town,
offering homeowners the best of both
worlds: natural surroundings and
room to breathe while still being close
to Charleston’s amenities.
The development is just one of the
projects ready to capitalize on the
area’s organic beauty and proximity
to Charleston. The Long Savannah
project covering about 3,300 acres
is also poised to transform the
area. Plans for the project include
a proposed 1,628 acre county park
and a 203 acre city park, according
to planning firm Dover, Kohl and
Partners’ website.
“The project is envisioned as a new
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community consisting of a series of
compact, pedestrian-oriented, and
mixed-use neighborhoods,” the
site says.
From Poplar Grove to Long
Savannah, the entire area is slated
be benefit from efforts to revitalize
West Ashley. In December, the
city of Charleston’s West Ashley
Revitalization Commission
unanimously approved a 300-page
West Ashley Master Plan outlining
steps to reinvigorate the area. Dover,
Kohl & Partners partnered with the
city to produce the plan. Goals range
from reducing traffic congestion to
revitalizing vacant shopping centers
into walkable community hubs.
“West Ashley is a vibrant corner

Sunset in South Charleston
W W W.HBACH A RL ESTO N.C O M | 2 018 CHBA M AG A ZINE
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of our region with a rich history,
strong businesses and desirable
neighborhoods. It’s also ripe for
reinvention,” said Ian D. Scott,
Senior Vice President of Advocacy
for the Charleston Metro Chamber
of Commerce.
“The newly created West Ashley
Revitalization Plan envisions private
sector driven redevelopment of
targeted nodes to increase job
opportunities, expand affordable
housing and create more walkable
access to shops and amenities,” Scott
said. “It will make West Ashley an
even greater place to live, play and
do business.”
Taking Shape
Much of the current development
at Poplar Grove is in The Landing
community with more traditional
neighborhood-style cottage homes
and townhomes, many of which
overlook surrounding lakes,
salt marshes and the deep water
Rantowles Creek.

10

With The Preserve and The Landing
already under development, Lucas
is focused on the remaining 5,000
acres at Poplar Grove and how best
to craft a master plan that takes
into consideration the conservation
easement and historical significance of

“

A big piece for me is the
history of the land...
Over 200 years looking
at where people have settled
on the property gives you
a good idea of where
the best land is.”
- Troy Lucas, Southesastern

”

the property while allowing for a mix
of homes and lot sizes.
Select custom and semi-custom
homebuilders are preferred
builders in Poplar Grove, including
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Southeastern Family Homes, a
division of Southeastern.
A previous vice president for
Crescent Communities, Lucas has
worked on a number of large, masterplanned communities, including
Palmetto Bluff in Bluffton. Having
commuted between Bluffton and his
home in Mount Pleasant for several
years, Lucas said he was happy to
take on the role of development
director for Southeastern. It allows
him more time with his family while
still overseeing a substantial project.
“This is a great opportunity offering
something unique to the Charleston
market,” Lucas said. Combining
his experience in master planned
communities with the conservation
aspects of Poplar Grove was
particularly exciting, he added.
Crafting the master plan
Right now, the plan is to create 450
lots with 50 of those a combination
of large plantations and country
estates from 10 to 100 acres each,
Lucas explained. Then 400 lots will be

(left to right) Entering West Ashley from 17 South; Entrance to King Fisher Island

created on about 1,500 acres in a
mix of clustered developments and
larger lots.
“The advantage is that we offer a
little bit of everything – maintenancefree living in a townhome up to 100
acres,” Lucas said.
In addition to its carefully
crafted homesites, Poplar Grove
boasts impressive amenities for its
homeowners: miles of walking and
biking trails, community centers and
clubhouses, pools, a boat landing and
an equestrian center.
Lucas said learning the history of
the property and incorporating that
history into the master planning is
a key element to his research and
planning style.
“A big piece for me is the history
of the land,” he said. “Over 200 years
looking at where people have settled
on the property gives you a good idea
of where the best land is.”
In the 1700s, the marshes and
creeks were used to cultivate rice,
and development was situated near
waterways to facilitate transportation
via boat. Plans include reinvigorating
and restoring those old rice cultivation

areas and formal canal systems where
possible, Lucas said.
“If you have the opportunity to be
patient and listen you’ll figure it out,”
he said. “History is a big teacher.”
Nature as inspiration
Also tapping into the natural
inspiration at Poplar Grove are Adam
and Ben Copenhaver, the brothers
behind CopeGrand Homes, a custom
homebuilder in the development.
CopeGrand builds in Mount Pleasant
as well as the Seabrook and Kiawah
islands. Adam said the company’s
unique approach to construction
makes it well suited for Poplar Grove.
“We will meet with clients on site
and discuss location of trees, views
and topography to maximize the
land and design the house around the
geographic features that make the land
and lot special,” Adam said.
A boutique homebuilder,
CopeGrand Homes focuses on
developing a one-on-one relationship
with the client, getting to know their
family and personal needs – not just
their lot number.
One of the company’s focus areas

is creating multigenerational homes
that can work for young families,
retirees and everyone in between.
Adam said they have created a
design with two first-floor master
bedrooms connected to one grand
master bathroom. This space works
for older couples who want separate
bedrooms yet functions perfectly for
a young family wanting a nursery
near the master suite. The space is
flexible enough to work as a sitting
room, home office or hobby room.
Adam said that’s just one example
of how CopeGrand designs a home
that truly fits the current and future
lifestyle needs of their clients.
Working in Mount Pleasant, Ben
said they see the town can’t expand
much farther without encroaching
on McClellanville, but the south
corridor of Charleston poses great
opportunities for future development.
“The Ravenel area with access to
water, Highway 17 and quick access
to Charleston has been a great place
for development,” Ben said. “Poplar
Grove, specifically, has found a
secluded sanctuary to capture the
water, nature and culture of that area.”
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Saltwater Homes has built award winning homes from Isle of Palms to Seabrook Island for over a
decade. Whether you have built before, or are ready to build your first home, we will help you find
your sanctuary in the lowcountry. The Saltwater Homes approach is simple: we take your vision and
apply our experience, knowledge of the area, and our relationships with the highest quality suppliers
and craftsmen to take you from breaking ground to enjoying your new home.

Lane Baker : Builder :Saltwater Homes 843-452-3192

www.SaltwaterHomesCharleston.com
2017 Charleston Home Builders Association Builder of the Year

Looking for a vacant lot? Would you like to see all the
new construction available from all the builders in
Charleston? To see only New Construction visit our site!

CharlestonNewConstruction.com

The Baker Group

843-303-8478

new
homes
new
choices

Nexton, now with more neighborhoods. More home styles.
And coming soon, more cafés and shops and parks. It just gets
more interesting every day.
HOMES FROM THE $200s TO $400+ | 843 - 900 - 3200 | NEXTON.COM
GREETING HOUSE INFO STUDIO | 106 GREETING HOUSE ROAD
© 2018 Nexton. All Rights Reserved. Nexton is a trademark of NASH Nexton, LLC, and may not be copied, imitated or used, in whole or in part, without prior written permission.
NASH Nexton, LLC (“Fee Owner”) is the owner and developer of the Nexton Community (“Community”). Certain homebuilders unaffiliated with the Fee Owner or its related
entities are building homes in the Community (“Builder(s)”). Fee Owner has retained Newland Communities solely as the property manager for the Community. Prices,
specifications, details, and availability of a Builder’s new homes are subject to change without notice. EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY.

18-NEX-2406 CHBA_Girl on Bike Ad_8_375x10_875_M3.indd 1

2/12/18 4:59 PM
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Reclaimed wood in the Sniderman’s
home (this page and next)
16
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The Beauty of

GOING GREEN
RESTORED WOOD
ADDS TIMELESS
TOUCH WITH
MINIMAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
By Barry Waldman

L

ike a lot of businesses, Wood Junkies is the result of a consumer
who couldn’t find what she wanted in the marketplace, so she
decided to provide it. It was birthed by stay-at-home mom Lydia
Sniderman after she attempted to purchase reclaimed wood for use in
the construction of the family’s new house off Daniel Island. Most of
what she found was either exorbitantly expensive or cleaned up to the
point that the history and charm of the wood was obscured.
The Snidermans trekked to Ohio to purchase wood from a company
that tears down old barns, de-nails and kiln-dries the wood, and then
sells it, often with its provenance intact. Lydia came away with more
than the wood she needed to build furniture, accessories and accents
for her home. She left with a business idea. Buy piles of wood from
the barn crashers and sell it to people – like her – who appreciate the
beauty and green building of reclaimed wood.
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That’s when Wood Junkies was born.
“Most wood we were seeking was smooth and straight,
finished and scraped down, because it had gone through
planers,” Sniderman explained, “I wanted that natural barn
look and couldn’t find anyone who could do it.”
Reclaimed wood is all old-growth, chopped down
centuries ago, usually after centuries as trees. It’s the
ultimate in green because no trees lose their lives, and the
ultimate in chic because it’s natural and rustic. Builders
in the 18th and 19th centuries mostly used hardwoods –
oak, maple, cherry, black walnut – but also plenty of pine,
poplar and chestnut. The folks disassembling the barns
can often tell Sniderman where the wood came from.
Sometimes the wood itself tells the story, like the stack
with an old cigar advertisement whitewashed onto it.
Her own house is testament to that. Built by Rob
Crawford of Renaissance South Construction, the plank
paneling in one room is a riot of grains, colors and sizes,
while the beam ribbing and fireplace mantle in the living
room adds a splash of natural character.
“It creates talking points for the house,” Crawford said.
What is rough wood, half-a-millennium in age, good for?
Furniture, flooring, mantels, artwork, accents and anything
decorative. Customers for this unadorned wood vary
from professional builders, carpenters, furniture makers,
homeowners, artists and more.
Reclaimed lumber provides a wonderful canvas for artists.

(clockwise) Wood Junkies’ just arrived reclaimed oak lumber. ; Reclaimed wood adds finishing touches to the porch
18
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They work into their designs the nooks and crannies,
curves in the tree, knots and veins that are not usually
present in commercially available lumber.
Over the last several years, there has been an
upward trend for web searches for phrases such
as “reclaimed wood”, “rustic home décor” and
“cabin style”, according to Google Trends. As more
individuals use reclaimed wood for projects, this will
help reduce negative impacts on the environment.
Instead of diminishing natural resources for building
and construction, this is an innovative way of recycling
wood for new purposes.
Going green and using reclaimed wood when
building can also give your home a natural look and feel
to it, which in turn can make your living space feel more
cozy and comfortable. There are many places and ways
to incorporate reclaimed wood as you’re building your
home, whether it be log or pallet furniture, wooden
beams or timber paneling.
If being mindful of the environment’s resources
or adding a natural appeal to your home are in your
interests, make sure you express these ideas with
your home builder and interior designer. You may be
shocked by how restored wood adds just the perfect
touch to your home’s appearance.

Networking

It’s not just whoyou know. It’s who othersknow. Networking ispowerful..

Have A Voice

Gain asayinwhat happensingovernment throughthe Association’s advocacy efforts.

Credibility & Visibility

Standout andbe noticed. Raiseyour reputation. Participateinprofessional events suchasPRISMAwards.

Professional Development

Get acompetitive edge overnon-memberswith exclusivetrainingopportunities on avariety of hot topics.

Discounts

Increaseyourpurchasingpowerthrough member-only discountsandperks.

Did you know...
HBA is the

2nd

LARGEST

lobbyist group
in the Nation.
YOU HAVE
A VOICE.
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Corrugated metal ready for a new home
20
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PRISM Award Winner, New Construction and Remodeling
4-Time Remodeler of the Year
220 COLEMAN BOULEVARD • MOUNT PLEASANT, SC 29464
843.388.5550 • RENAISSANCESOUTH.COM

Look for us on Houzz and Facebook
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1 IN 7 NEW HOMES
has a 2-10 HBW Structural Warranty

Your local
RISK MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST

Anne S. Derbyshire
843.270.9778
2-10.com/aderbyshire

BUILT FOR BUSINESS.
CHEVROLET

charlestontruck.com
22
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B E S T. D E C I S I O N . E V E R .
When it comes to your dream home – making sure it is perfect
means tons of tough decisions. Let our knowledgeable
product experts relieve the stress and restore the fun while
introducing you and your design team to our extensive
collection of products from the most sought after brands.

BLUFFTON | CHARLESTON
F E R G U S O N S H O W R O O M S .C O M
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©2018 Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 0218 657418

Request your appointment today at fergusonshowrooms.com

Experience
the
Sabal
difference.
Experience
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difference.
arethings
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help
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can help
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SabalHomesSC.com
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today. today.
SabalHomesSC.com

us at 844-SABAL
Call usCall
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-CH -CH
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David Weekley Homeowners
Mark, Addison, Blake & Amber Kahlich

We know time at home is the most valuable.
That’s why we craft the home building experience as carefully as we craft our
stunning, energy-efficient homes. Our collaborative approach sets us apart,
with a deeper commitment to making sure the journey – and final result – is
everything you imagined. That’s The Weekley Way!

New homes throughout
the Charleston area
from the $245s

See a David Weekley Homes Sales Consultant for details. Prices, plans, dimensions, features, specifications, materials, and
availability of homes or communities are subject to change without notice or obligation. Illustrations are artist’s depictions only
and may differ from completed improvements. Copyright © 2017-18 David Weekley Homes - All Rights Reserved.
Charleston, SC (CSCA92034)

Serving the Lowcountry
Building Community
since 1994

843.202.2020
www.CarolinaOneNewHomes.com
26
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Discover 3 Brands Throughout 19 Low-Country Communities

Oyster Point - Mt. Pleasant • Oyster Point Townhomes - Mt. Pleasant • Avian at Park West - Mt. Pleasant
Center Park North at Park West - Mt. Pleasant • Pine Forest Country Club - Summerville • Meridian at Lakes of Cane Bay - Summerville
Woodbury Park - John’s Island • Hunt Club - West Ashley • Spring Grove Plantation - Moncks Corner

McKewn - Ladson • Spring Grove Express - Moncks Corner • Sunrise at Wescott Plantation - Summerville

Center Park South at Park West - Mt. Pleasant • Oyster Point - Mt. Pleasant • Summit Gardens - Summerville
West Lake at Lakes of Cane Bay - Summerville • Bridges at Seven Lakes - Huger • Dunes West - Mt. Pleasant • Isle of Palms

843.494.4198 | www.drhorton.com
Pictures, photographs, colors, features, and sizes are for illustration purposes only and will vary from the homes as built.

Keeping Charleston

COLORFUL

PRESERVATION MINDSET MAKES THE HOLY CITY A CITY OF COLOR

A

ccording to the city’s preservation
ordinance of 1931, all alterations
of historic homes should focus on “the
preservation and protection of the
old historic or architecturally worthy
structure,” as well as the context of the
neighborhood in which they reside.
“It’s like solving a big puzzle,”
Lucas said.
But amid the dozens of restrictions
on whether and how properties in
historic neighborhoods of Charleston
may be altered, you’d be hard pressed
to find a single word about exterior
paint colors. Although the city’s Board
of Architectural Review (B.A.R.) has
purview over how historic houses
are painted, no color is automatically
barred. Indeed, the vast majority of
requests to paint historic houses made
by permitted contractors are approved
on the spot by city staff.
To help homeowners, Sherwin
Williams and the Historic Charleston
Foundation created a paint palette
curated from the city’s past. Called

28
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“Historic Colors of Charleston,” it was
developed by designers who removed
samples of paint from historic structures
and reformulated them in the lab.
The resulting palette “is very reflective
of what is considered timeless and
historical Charleston,” says a Sherwin
Williams spokesperson.
Ben Golde of Classic Quality
Painting knows the drill. He says an
experienced painter in Charleston
can generally steer their customers to
an exterior color scheme that earns
quick approval. Repainting a house its
current color is almost always allowed,
he says, whereas attempting to paint
in some garish color or outlandish
pattern is an invitation to rejection.
“I know based on 15 years’
experience that major deviation from
what is there now won’t sit well with
the B.A.R.,” Golde said. “If you have
a white house and want to paint it
mint green, you’re going to have issues.
If you want to paint it alabaster you’re
going to meet less resistance.”
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Between those extremes, says Jacob Lindsey, director of the City of
Charleston Department of Planning, Preservation and Sustainability,
it’s all about context. A color that works on one building might
not be appropriate on another, depending on their history and the
structures around them. Ben Golde will advise a customer against
choosing a color for the body of the house that is already present
repeatedly on the block.
Homeowners seeking to recreate those traditional colors can
employ Sherwin Williams’ color-matching system. The result is a
color with Charleston provenance more likely to be permitted by the
city if used in the correct context.
On those occasions when city staff members have concerns about
a color, they might ask the painter to apply a sample to the structure,
allowing everyone, including neighbors, an opportunity to review it
and offer feedback.
April Wood, manager of easement and technical outreach for the
Historic Charleston Foundation, says homeowners should steer away
from black. In fact, dark colors generally are not preferred except for
accents, like shutters, lintels and trim, because 18th and 19th century
homeowners concerned about the heat generally used lighter colors.
The city ranks structures by their historic nature, so it may be
surprising that there are no ordinances requiring Rainbow Row to
remain the iconic pastel riot of colors beloved by so many. Lindsey
says most owners of historic homes are keen to maintain their
historic character. For those very few who don’t, the B.A.R. will
guide them to something more historically appropriate.

30
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A

Classicc Finish

Classic Quality Painting

is Only Acchieved Through

Qualityy Preparation.

843.460.7172
843
460 7172
bengolde@cqpllc.com
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BRINGING YOUR LISTINGS TO LIFE!
(843) 608-1426 CharlestonREM.com

YOUR LOWCOUNTRY

FLOORS & STORAGE
32
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The #1 Builder’s Choice of Charleston
When homebuilders select Sherwin-Williams paints, they choose
to put our over 150 years of coatings expertise to work protecting
and beautifying homes. Our beautiful and protective finishes and
fresh color choices set homes apart. We offer a multitude of coating
options to fit the way buyers live, from washable products to
withstand everyday living, to paints that help improve indoor air quality.

To locate your neighborhood Sherwin-Williams, visit sherwin-williams.com
©2018 The Sherwin-Williams
W Company
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AMERIS BANK MORTGAGE SERVICES

With You.

Ameris Bank is proud to be the Number 1 provider of
mortgages for new construction homes in Charleston.
Whether you need financing for personal goals or business growth, we look
forward to continuing to provide forward-thinking solutions paired with longlasting relationships.

amerisbank.com
All loans subject to credit approval. Based on November 2017 Metrostudy Data.
36
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The heart of your home.
Where everyone naturally gathers…
and where there is coffee.
Where family meals are cooked
and stories are told.
Where future chefs master the
family cookie recipe.

constructed to fit to your lifestyle,
so you can build your life inside.
843-471-2310

|

J A C K S O N B U I LT H O M E S . C O M
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Photo by Holger Obenaus

D E S I G N | B U I L D | R E N O VAT E | P O O L M A I N T E N A N C E

Voted “Best Pool and Spa Service”
Three Years in a Row!

Serving the Lowcountry
for 27 Years

843.767.7665 | www.aquabluepools.net
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HOME LOANS MADE SIMPLE.
Now that’s a bright idea. In-house processing, underwriting & closing.

Tommy Willcox

Mortgage Loan Originator
Phone: 843-990-1223
Tommy.w@ovmﬁnancial.com
www.ovmﬁnancial.com/TommyWilcox
NMLS#1284589, #MLO-86788SC, #MLO-24278VA

Ronda Hammang

Mortgage Loan Originator
Phone: 843-460-3303
ronda.h@ovmﬁnancial.com
ovmﬁnancial.com/RondaHammang
NMLS#1118205, #MLO -1118205SC

OVM Financial, Inc is an Equal Housing Lender. NMLS #86788 nmlsconsumeraccess.org. We lend to the following states: VA #MC-3038,
NC #140706-104, SC #MLS- 86788, GA #46432, TN #129677 and FL #MLD1483 www.ovmﬁnancial.com © 2017 OVM. All Rights Reserved.

Proud Supporters of the Charleston Home Builders Association

Daniel Vallini
843.388.8883
info@hvlawsc.com
www.hvlawsc.com
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IT’S NOT JUST ANOTHER HOUSE...

IT’S YOUR HOME.
WE CARE ABOUT
YOUR NEEDS
We understand that finding the
perfect home for you and your
family can be daunting. CK
Contracting can change that.
Everything you want and need
in your home is important to
us and we’ll do everything we
can to make sure it’s just right.

PO B OX 867 | M T. P L E ASA N T, S C 2 94 65 | 8 4 3.35 2 .4975 | W W W . C K C O N T R A C T I N G S C . C O M

THE BEST BUILDER

on the Block
HOW TO NARROW YOUR SEARCH

C

ongratulations! You’ve got house plans in
your hands thanks to the savvy architect you
hired, and you’re ready to turn your dream home
or new addition into reality. With Charleston’s hot
real estate market, builders are everywhere. On
the plus side, there’s more from which to choose,
but at the same time, the decision of who to hire
might be a difficult one.
So what’s the first thing to do when you’re
ready to find the right company for the job? Start

46
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with the people you trust, suggested Chris
Klick of CK Contracting. Whether it’s the folks
from church, a neighbor or a friend whose
home you’ve always admired, it’s a good idea
to simply ask who their builder was. Then, once
you have the names of about five companies
from your personal recommendations—you don’t
want to overwhelm yourself with more than
that—narrow the list further with the help of
the internet.

CUSTOM HOME BUILDERS
STONOCONSTRUCTION.COM
843-805-4141
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“

“Ask who you’ll be dealing with
from the company.
Is there a project manager?
Is one person doing everything?
- Dan Logan, Stono Construction

”

“First, look up the builder’s SCLLR license number
online, and check for any infractions,” suggested Dan
Logan of Stono Construction. He added that knowing
the company’s legal information – including insurance
coverage, expiration dates and coverage for employees
or subcontractors on job sites – will give you an
idea of the builder’s credibility. Don’t be alarmed if a
company’s website doesn’t feature photos that look
similar to what you have in mind.
“It may be a newer company, but the people
running it might have the experience,”
Logan explained.
And even if you found these builders through word
of mouth, it never hurts to check the internet for
public reviews. Essentially, find whatever information
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you can on a company as early in the search
process as you possible. The point is to
narrow down that first list of five builders into
an even smaller group of possibilities.
“Three is a good number of companies
to interview in person,” remarked Klick.
“When you interview too many, it starts
getting harder to distinguish their differences.
You can use an initial phone call to narrow
the list as well.”
Both Klick and Logan stressed the
importance of your relationship to the builder
on both professional and personal levels.
In other words, it’s not just about getting the
job done on time – you’ll need to make sure
that everyone will get along, and that means
knowing your point of contact for the duration
of the project.
“Ask who you’ll be dealing with from the
company,” Logan advised. “Is there a project
manager? Is one person doing everything?
And in terms of availability and start time,
how many projects does the company have
going at once? Keep in mind this question
isn’t particularly helpful until you know who’s
directly in charge.
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callusat800.233.1882|Aiken•
|Aiken•Augusta•
Augusta•
Batesburg•Camden•
Camden•Charleston•
Charleston•Lexington•
Lexington•
WestColumbia
Tolearn
learnmore,
more,visit
visitpalmettopropane.comor
palmettopropane.comor callusat800.233.1882
Batesburg•
WestColumbia
To
Augusta•Batesburg•Camden•Charleston•
Lexington•
WestColumbia
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Awesome Sauce
& Chicken
1777 N Hwy 17, Mt Pleasant
9490 Dorchester Rd, Summerville
7225 Rivers Ave, North Charleston
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Is your new home going to have
speakers in the kitchen?

A theater room?
How about the best in
home security?

Whether you want to fully automate
your home, or just hang a TV,

We Can Help!

SO MUCH MORE THAN JUST
A SECURITY COMPANY...
• Safety & Security
• Audio/Visual
• Home Automation
• Media Room/Home Theater
• Networking/Custom Wiring
• Move-In Support

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE TO TALK ABOUT

What Phoenix can do for you!
843.708.8063
Dmulford@PhoenixSystems.TV
www.PhoenixSystems.TV

405 Jessen Lane, Suite A • Charleston, SC 29492
W W W.HBACH A RL ESTO N.C O M | 2 018 CHBA M AG A ZINE
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For the real estate team of Terry & Tim Haas, nothing is more rewarding than helping others
make the most of their home buying and selling opportunities throughout the Charleston
area. They are passionate about this lifestyle and dedicated to providing the best customer
service around. By combining their individual skills with a shared commitment to excellence,
Terry & Tim are the team you can count on. Call Terry and Tim today!

T
t
through
Muhler Windows and Sunrooms…

BUY, SELL, ENJOY!

|

www.TerryHaas.com

|

843.566.2606

HE LOWCOUNTRY LOOKS BETTER

Muhler is the Go-to Company for Replacement and New

the Lowcountry.

Windows and Doors, Sunrooms, Porch Conversion and
Hurricane Protection in

630 SKYLARK DRIVE, CHARLESTON SC | 843.572.9727 800.899.5712 | muhler.com
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Not all flflooring
i iis
created equal.

Visit
isit us online or in-store
store to learn
lear
about the brands we carry.

Estimates are ALWAYS FREE.
www.carpe
w.carpeett-baggers.com
bagggers.c
8444333-57
571
711-0013
0013
3196 Marginal Road, Charleston, SC 29414
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2016 CHBA Prism Award Winner
2017 CHBA Prism Award Winner
Specializing in Boutique Construction Services

David Teague
843.514.3216
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Available Homes Located In
Deer Field Hall - Hollywood
Wescott Chase - Summerville
4 Bedroom Plans
Bay Windows
Tray Ceilings
Walk-In Closets
Appliance Packages
Owner Suites

2-10 Home Buyers Warranty
Large Backyards Available
Personalize Selections
Open Floorplans
Flex Space/Lofts

Coming Soon!

New Neighborhood of
Single Family Homes in
Mt. Pleasant

www.PalmettoSurety.net
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jmeyerhomes.com
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Model replica of an Architecture Plus design

From VISION
to REALITY
HOW TO BUILD
THE HOME
OF YOUR
DREAMS
By Brian Sherman
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T

he house you’ve always wanted can be built from the ground up or
from the inside out, but, regardless of whether you’re starting from
scratch or remodeling your current residence, you’ll need an experienced
professional to help assist you in turning your vision into the home of
your dreams.
“We construct a detailed instruction manual on how to build a house,”
says Tim Hilkhuijsen, principal architect and owner of Architecture Plus,
an award-winning firm headquartered in North Charleston. “It’s an
educational process for clients who have not done this before. We help
them make good decisions that meet their budget goals.”
For Architecture Plus, after a site is selected, the next step
in building a new dream home is for the clients to complete a
questionnaire that tells the architect a lot about what the finished
product should look like: how many people will be living in the home
full-time; how large does the client want the house to be; will it be a
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House plans around Charleston
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vacation home, a retirement home, a full-time
residence or a rental?
“Our clients might have pictures or tear sheets
from magazines. Most of the time they come
armed with a bag full of ideas,” says principal
architect and owner Kevin Whalley. “We don’t
want to discourage their creativity or their
excitement, but we want to get them get to the
point where the design can be created to meet
their objectives.”
He adds that a critically important aspect of
building a dream home is the client’s ability to
afford everything he or she wants. There’s no
use in designing a house that, in the end, can’t
be built.
“The challenge is always working within
one’s budget,” says Whalley. “There’s no sense
in providing a beautiful design they can’t afford.
We like to say that when we’re talking about
size, budget and finishes, the client gets to pick
two and we control the third.”
64
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The builder also plays an important role in
taking a dream home from vision to reality.
Though Hilkhuijsen encourages his clients to
choose a builder that Architecture Plus has done
business with, in the end, it’s the homeowner
who makes the final decision. According to
Whalley, personality has a lot to do with
whether a client will get along with a builder.
“Older people might be looking for an
older, more experienced builder with a good
reputation, while younger people might be
looking for someone who is more hands-on,
just starting out and eager to prove himself,”
he says.
Building a house takes time, lots of time.
With all of the back and forth meetings with
an architect, it can take two to four months to
get plans back. Then, after plans are created it
could take a few more months for permitting,
where a wait is anywhere from two to eleven
weeks depending on where you live. Finally,

comes the building itself. Total you’re looking
anywhere from twelve to eighteen months for
a custom house to be built, including creating
the house plans.
Building is one way of attaining the home of
your dreams, but remodeling is a whole other
box of nails.
Remodeling, rather than building, poses
different challenges, according to Tori Stein,
owner of Stein Renovation and Design
Group. A 30-year veteran of the construction
industry, she points out that with a remodel,
communication with the client is one of the
keys to completing a successful project because,
in many cases, homeowners continue to live in
the house while work progresses.
“Remodeling can be invasive. In the end, it’s
a wonderful project and everybody is happy,
but there’s always a process. You have to be
careful and respectful of the people living in the
house,” she says.

Stein points out that in addition to dealing
with standards set by architectural review
boards and homeowners associations, she must
consider issues such as older plumbing and
electrical systems, heating and air conditioning
ducts that require relocating, load bearing
walls and even windows that might not be in
the right place.
You have to be creative and patient as your
home is remodeled. You’ll need to wait on
permits to remodel your home, which, like
building a custom home, could take a few
weeks to a couple of months. When remodeling,
clients don’t always realize what must stay in
the home to stay within the budget. Of course,
you can change everything in a house, but it
may not be as easy as one would expect.
In the end, whether you are building or
remodeling, the best things in life are worth
waiting for. Besides, who doesn’t want to live
in the home of their dreams?
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East Cooper
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PLAY SOME GOLF
An Amusing Story
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Maintaining a
Healthy Beach

The Coney Island
of the South

A Walking, Talking Encyclopedia
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WinnersTakeAll!
THE BEST OF MOUNT PLEASANT

Fields of
D reams

Get to the Point

Musings on a
Secret Beach

Remembering

The New
Shipyard Park

The Pest House

Horsing Around
EQUESTRIAN CULTURE
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“We Are Sullivan’s Island”

Meet the
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Looking for a
new home?

Statewide
Distribution
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We’re your guide to living East Cooper.
Order your copies today.
www.ReadMP.com/FreeMag
www.IsleOfPalmsMagazine.com/FreeMag
www.NorthMountPleasant.com

For distribution or advertising information email Publisher@MountPleasantMagazine.com
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